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Linde Werdelin launches its first women’s watch

- The White Watch -

LINDE WERDELIN is proud to announce the launch of its first women’s watch to be added to its
existing array of watches. The White Watch, based on the popular 3-Timer model has been given a
softer and more elegant touch while a new strap has been fitted to accommodate smaller feminine
wrists.

The 3-Timer’s refined design constitutes the perfect model on which to base LW’s first women’s watch.
Starting from the delicate pattern of the dial to the slender, sleek hands and discreet indexes, bearing
the minimum luminous material possible and combined with the white color details, The White Watch is
designed to easily complement a lady’s wardrobe. “Women today tend to prefer and wear bigger sized
watches and I am very pleased that our designs, although male marketed, are appealing to women as
well. Maintaining the brand’s DNA is very important for LW and The White Watch is no exception” says
Morten Linde.

While the strap mechanism remains the same, the white calfskin chosen for the new model has a
reduced width which allows the watch to sit well on slender wrists. With white as the dominating color
the dial and calfskin strap match the details in color on the screws and 24-hour bezel markings.
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On the decision to add a women’s watch to the Linde Werdelin collection, Jorn Werdelin commented “It
is not our intention to produce a women’s line, but because of the strong market request and Morten
thinking that it could be an interesting design exercise, we are launching today The White Watch."

Like all Linde Werdelin watches, The White Watch can carry both The Rock - extreme ski instrument -
and The Reef - dive instrument - maximizing the user’s sporting moments.

Coming in October at a US retailer near you or register your interest via info@totallyworthit.com

About LINDE WERDELIN
Launched in 2006 by Morten Linde and Jorn Werdelin, LINDE WERDELIN watches with attachable dive
and ski instruments have redefined the world of luxury sports watches. LW brings together the very best
of Swiss watch making and craftsmanship combined with Danish design ingenuity.

By combining both analogue and digital technologies, LINDE WERDELIN produces and manufactures
the ultimate sports watches and precision instruments. The Rock and The Reef instruments securely
clip on top of the watch to amplify the sporting experience whether in the mountains or in the sea
respectively.

LINDE WERDELIN specializes in producing small watch series up to 222 for each model.

Technical Specifications
Limited to 51 pieces

Size 46mm (w) & 42mm (bezel) by 49mm (l) by 12mm (h) - (Wears like a 42mm)

Movement ETA 2893 - A2 mechanical automatic with 42-hour power reserve

Case Steel case with screw-on steel case-back
Screw in crown with LW logo
24-hour bidirectional turning bezel
2.2mm anti-reflective sapphire crystal

Dial & Hands White galvanic sanitized dial with silver print
12 rhodium plated applied indexes with Super LumiNova®
Date at 4 o'clock
Diamond cut rhodium plated hands with applied Super LumiNova®

Water Resistance 300 m / 1,000 ft

Strap White pointed calf strap with steel deployment buckle

US Retail Price $5,580

www.LindeWerdelin.com
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